
Wink Bingo Launches Dedicated Online Bingo
Magazine - Winkly

Winkly Bingo Magazine

The first digital magazine for true bingo
lovers has been unveiled, promising
unique content designed to enhance the
bingo experience. 

LONDON, UK, UK, November 25, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The first digital
magazine for true bingo lovers has been
unveiled, promising unique content
designed to enhance the bingo
experience. The online magazine,
Winkly, is run and hosted by Wink Bingo,
an industry leader in the UK bingo
gaming industry. Winkly will serve as an
instructional and informational tool not
only for Wink Bingo patrons, but any and all bingo enthusiasts seeking tips and hints to improve their
game. The Winkly editorial team will be committed to producing first-rate bingo content designed to
be accessible to players of all skill levels.

The centerpiece of the Winkly domain is Winkipedia, a bingo encyclopedia comprised of educational
articles with topics ranging from online bingo bonuses and promotions, to learning everything there is
to know about bingo daubers. The Winkipedia is updated on a weekly basis and will be the primary
source of unique reading material for visitors.

Bingo Insights, another lead Winkly category, will focus on advanced bingo theory and strategies,
including teaching players how to properly manage their gaming budget to get the most play for their
money. Additionally, users can also expand their bingo awareness via the In The Know section, an
area dedicated to educating players on playing bingo responsibility and also being able to identify
when it is time to take a break from gaming.

New to bingo? Winkly has you covered as well via Bingo Guides, an in-depth compilation of articles
providing full breakdowns and explanations of popular bingo game types including 90 Ball and 75
Ball, supplying everything a bingo newbie needs to get their daubers going for the first time.

By allowing players to learn at their own pace, Winkly is perfect for getting readers the latest bingo
content and tips, which will no doubt be an instant hit with the 900,000+ Wink Bingo player base. To
check out the latest updates, visit the Winkly website.
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